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Going Dlown Hill on a Bicycle----- A Boy's 

song 

Write in MCB  cw copy  

 

Word meanings  

Poised   --  a calm confident way of behaving  

Dart    ---    move quickly  in a direction  

Heedful    -----   attentive 

Feathery life  ----     life of feathers  

Bliss    ------      joy 

Steel- shod ------   wearing metal shoes  

Slackens --------    gradually becomes slower  

Scarce   ------     limited  

Vale  ------   valley 

Toil    ------  work very hard 



 

Comprehension 

A      Write True  or   False  

1    The boy’s mind is distracted as he comes 

down the hill on his bicycle.    (False) 

2     The boy feels he is flying like a bird as he 

cycles downhill.      ( True) 

3    The boy does not enjoy cycling downhill .            

(False) 

4        The boy feels that cycling  is more fun 

than skating.           (  True) 

5        All hills must end in a valley.      (True) 

 

 

B    Answer these questions  

1  Where is the boy coming from and 

how? 

Ans    The boy is coming from the top of 

the hill on his bicycle.  



2 How is the boy seated  as he comes 

down the hill? 

Ans      His feet are lifted and hands are still. 

He is very confident and careful.  

3 What does he tell the bird? 

Ans     He tells the bird , ‘O bird,see,see,bird,I 

fly. ‘ He further tells that though he is a boy, 

he wants to share golden moment of bird’s 

feathery life in air.  

4 What does he compare his ride with? 

Ans   When he is riding fast, he compares his 

ride with bird flying in air  .When the speed 

slows down ,  he compares with a floating 

airy boat. 

5 Why does the boy’s feet fall to the 

valley? 

Ans   The boy’s  feet fall to the Valley  

because his journey comes to  an end . 

 



Word wonder  

A  Match each simile with its meaning  

1 Smart as a fox------ to be very smart  

2  Quick as a cat-------- to be quick  

3 Cry like a baby------ to cry a lot 

4 Run like the wind------- to run fast  

5  Tough as nails-------- to be very strong  

 

B Create similes by completing each 

comparison below 

1 As straight as an arrow  

2 Shines like the star 

3 Eats like a bird  

4 As hot as fire 

5 As soft as cotton 

6 Drives like a fireman  
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